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It is required that you read this legal disclaimer section carefully. If
you have any doubts, get advice from legal, financial, taxation, or
other competent law practitioners. All of the information provided
here is not intended to be complete, and it should never be
construed as a part of different contractual arrangements.

It is our firm conviction that the information provided in this white
paper is accurate and up to date and that all products, services,
technical architecture, token distribution, and company timelines
are accurate and up to date. Furthermore, all of these materials
may have changed without notice, and they can never be
considered a signatory agreement of advice.

No Advice: 
This white paper does not obligate anybody to sign a contract or
make a legally enforceable commitment to contribute. This white
paper also does not constitute any form or part of any opinion that
can be construed as advice, or that can be used to sell or solicit any
offer by Trillions to purchase our token, nor shall it be construed as
a part of any effect that can be used in the formation of a contract
or an investment decision. 

Compliance with tax obligations:
Users of the Website are entirely responsible for determining what,
if any, taxes, if any, apply to their transactions. The Website's
owners or authors are not responsible for determining which taxes
apply to transactions.

Limitation of liability
We shall not be held liable for any loss or harm resulting from the
use of this website's material, including written material, links to
third-party sites, data, quotations, charts, and buy/sell signals.
Please be fully informed about the dangers and expenses of trading
assets on the financial markets (digital or otherwise). ICOs, in
particular, are one of the riskiest investing options. There's a chance
you'll lose your whole investment.

Investment risks
Trading cryptocurrencies have a high level of risk and is not suited
for all investors. You should carefully evaluate your investing goals,
level of expertise, and risk appetite before opting to trade
cryptocurrencies, tokens, or any other digital asset.
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ARTonline's goal is to create one-of-a-kind cryptocurrency project that can

mine cryptocurrencies without the drawbacks of real-world crypto mining

by using NFT gpus. While decentralised money has brought great fervour

to composable, open-source instruments, we accept its widened reception

simply through the use of multiple applications that bring security,

accommodation, deflationary sustainability and the consolation of ART

TOKEN & dAPP together with NFTs. Controlled customers must definitely

characterise their hazard resilience and earn from their speculation by

capturing, contributing, or buying digital Artonline graphic cards. Intended

for the institutional and private financial backers, ARTEON obliges the

requirements of hazard as opposed to private financial backers intrigued

by portfolio enhancement with an end goal to fabricate trust in an unsure

climate, while likewise permitting crypto-educated players to encounter

our foundation without managing its complexities. Broadens monetary

system is overseen by ARTonline Asset Management Team, a controlled

Brokerage and Clearinghouse which is talented to take part in resource the

executives, asset and business exercises that have been adjusted from very

much tried customary venture procedures and incorporates supporting

and hazard relief arrangements that have been explicitly customised to

NFTs. As fundamental aims of this activity, the establishing group envisions

worldwide monetary integration, availability, and maintainability. It is

ARTonline's specific ambition to strengthen the independence of its

consumers and prosperity. This document intends to reach as many

people as reasonably expected from different foundations and raise

interest in this exciting youthful field of innovation. This could be the first

step for novices. We trust that you, like us, will absorb this knowledge and

find more ways to develop NFTs. So let's start!

ABSTRACT



INTRODUCTION
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ARTonline, started as an Ethereum-based cryptocurrency

that offers a platform to sell, stake, trade or replace

previously holding NFTs ART GRAPHIC CARDs (ERC-

721), which uses a proof-of-work method, but because of

many drawbacks of Ethereum network to initialise mining

because of high transaction fee we are shifting to

Binance Smart Chain whilst preparing our own

blockchain for the future. We are a hybrid project. 



We offer nonfungible tokens which can mine

cryptocurrencies with the advantages but without the

disadvantages of real-world mining. We value our

customers' needs and demands and continuously

working for that We are a Decentralised exchanges

Platform (DEX) that allows for direct peer-to-peer

cryptocurrency transactions to take place online safely

and with no intermediary, and our platform is focused on

NFT functionality, User engagement & Ease of User

intractability.

INTRODUCTION
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Knowing who our competitors are and what they offer can help us
stand out with our own products, services, and marketing. It will allow
us to set competitive prices and respond to competitor marketing
campaigns and innovations with our own initiatives. ARTonline uses
this information to develop NFT marketing tactics that exploit our
competitors' flaws, as well as to improve our own NFT platform
performance so that we can assess any dangers posed by both new
entrants and existing competitors in the markets we're working in. This
understanding will enable us to be coordinated to ensure our success.
We're always on the lookout for new business competitors because we
want to be the first to build a platform that puts people before profits
and develop technology which hasn't been achieved.

UNDERSTANDING

OUR COMPETITORS

WHITE PAPER



OUR MISSION
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Artonlines mission is to empower the community with the ability to
mine cryptocurrencies without the drawbacks of real-world mining.
No electricity costs. No difficult setup. We are in development and
testing of our own blockchain, which will be mined purely by the nft
graphics cards. We have functionality to partner with other tokens
who wish to have their tokens mined by nft graphics cards as well. Our
platform will continue to be developed and functionality will grow to
include a marketplace for nfts, rigs, overclocking, cooling and much
more. Users will have a fun interactive experience whilst passively
earning Crypto! 



VISION
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The overall purpose of ARTonline is to give a secure environment where you
may trade your important crypto NFTs while being decentralized; we are
grateful to the holders who have helped us expand significantly. Trading
without a budget is difficult, but a devoted development team emerged
from our community's attitude by handling many types and product
offerings. It will act as a critical link between the decentralized and global
networks, allowing us to realise our goal of making NFT digital assets (ART
GRAPHIC CARDS) a viable choice. We believe that newcomers have the
greatest impact when they enter the market and decide to stay can be
frightening for newcomers to the Decentralised ecosystem. ARTonline
plans to provide a platform that will assist a token user's learning path and a
decentralised local area to attract newcomers to stay. We've got you
covered, whether you're a client or a dealer on our stage. By fostering this
environment; we are assisting in its preservation. We'll guarantee
confidentiality, a safe platform with no middleman, and assurance so you
don't have to worry about your crypto assets. We want to create a platform
that allows people to blend, swap, passively mine, and invest.



OUR WORKING

STANDARD
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Small transactions fee of up to one cent
Challenge cross-chain challenge technologies which improve defi
interoperability
High performance with a network able to generate a block every 3
seconds
Challenging cross-chain challenging mechanisms to increase defi
interoperability

Binance is currently one of the most well-known cryptocurrency
exchanges available. Binance has developed Binance Chain, a
blockchain network with several functions. Binance Chain was
designed specifically for Binance DEX. Its goal was to make financial
transactions more efficient. After the agreement's parameters have
been formed, the smart contract verifies that they have been followed,
and the assets are allocated Smart Chain (BSC) is a blockchain network
that allows smart contract-based applications to be executed even
NFTs to provide them in the most efficient way possible with the help of
smart contracts and proof of stake with less consumption of energy and
prevention from 51% attack.
Some benefits of the Binance Smart Chain are:

BINANCE 

SMART CHAIN



Decentralised Finance is one of the most promising markets for
blockchain technology (Defi). There is a growing demand for efficient
financial services on a decentralised network. Users can use the Defi
system to execute a variety of tasks that are typically undertaken in
the banking industry. Money can now be deposited, earned interest
on, lent, and borrowed. Transitioning these options to a decentralised
network has resulted in increased accessibility and transparency. As
the Defi market matures, digital assets based on the Blockchain power
as a top asset class globally. Users can examine issuers, holders,
transaction data, and contract execution results for digital assets
quickly and transparently. We will provide a Binance smart chain
based platform that will allow users to purchase or swap funds, insure
against risks, allowing buyers and sellers of arteon nfts to deal directly
with each other rather than meeting in a traditional exchanging
facility. We'll create a defi protocol, which is an open-source, non-
custodial, and decentralised finance (DeFi) system that allows anyone
to trade their ART TOKENS for new innovatory and impactful NFT
assets specially focusing on hybrid technology we are using to mine
at the same time to improve the upcoming generation life standards
without the use of a centralised intermediary. 

ART TOKEN DEFI

PROTOCOL

WHITE PAPER



RUG FREE AND

COMMUNITY-

DRIVEN PLATFORM
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ARTonline is a community-driven platform, thanks to community-driven
development because users do not need to transmit their assets to the
exchange. Establishing a community-driven platform reduces the
possibility of theft through the exchange of hackers. We planning to shift
our liquidity + platform to binance smart chain for better user experience
and get away from the eth feels. A rug pull is a hostile manoeuvre in the
cryptocurrency business in which crypto engineers abandon a project and
flee with investors' monies. Rug pulls are frequent in the decentralised
finance sector, especially on decentralised exchanges; our platform would
be impervious to such malice. More decentralised cryptocurrencies are
more likely to be stable and long-lasting. 
The Benefits of Decentralization are:
• Subordinate Motivation
• Expansion and diversification.
• Making quick decisions.
• Efficient Communication.
• Ease of Expansion.
• Better Supervision And Control.
• Satisfaction of Human needs.
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SMART

CONTRACTS:

As a perk of shifting to BNB, ARTonline could deploy Smart contracts
which are essentially programs that run when certain criteria are
satisfied and are maintained on a blockchain, which would often
automate the execution of an agreement so that all parties can be
certain of the outcome at once, with no middleman or time waste. A
smart contract is a self-executing contract in which the conditions of the
buyer-seller agreement are put directly into lines of code. When
demand for reserves falls, an interest-carrying central bank digital
currency would help convey the policy interest rate to the rest of the
economy. They provide much of the anonymity of cash while also
allowing long-distance transactions. In the crypto arena, ARTonline is
one of the most dynamic and forward-thinking monetary policy
contracts providing NFT with the best working medium and safety of
smart contracts. Benefits of Smart Contracts Self-sufficiency and
budget. Smart contracts decrease the possibility of third-party
manipulation by eliminating the requirement for brokers or other
intermediaries to sign the agreement. 
• Backup
• Speed
• Accuracy
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WHY WE CHOSE NFTS

FOR ASSETS

PURCHASING?

ARTonline presents NFT that can be easily minted without going through
the harmful effects of minting to further enhance the transaction rate of our
platform we are planning to shift to BSC, where while using EVM we can
mint our tokens and allow the users to, trade, earn, swap or replace any NFT.
Because these tokens are one-of-a-kind, they've been employed to
represent digital art, sports memorabilia, virtual real estate, and game
objects. A non-fungible token is a one-of-a-kind asset that is controlled in a
digital ledger and remains online. These digitally unique assets are
associated with a distinct value and complemented by a certificate of
authenticity, ensuring that the object cannot be readily and endlessly
duplicated, even if it exists online. Many non-fungible token marketplaces
are available to purchase non-fungible tokens.

NON-FUNGIBLE TOKEN:



The NFTs or nonfungible tokens are another part of the recent crypto-boom.
In 2020, around $250 million in NFTs were traded according to
NonFungible. This is 299% higher than last year. And this is just one reason
individuals think if they should gain NFTs. If something is fungible, it can be
exchanged with another item of the same kind. For example, a bill of $10
may be swapped to an additional $10 or $25. An original work of art is not
fungible or a first edition autographed by a book. It's singular The
information captured in an NFT enables a creative "autograph" of his art
digitally. Even if you have shared a picture or piece of music hundreds of
times, you are buying something unique if you buy the NFT. Each token is
registered with the same blockchain technology, powering different
cryptocurrencies in an unchangeable ledger. When you purchase an NFT,
you are purchasing a verifiable digital token that represents your ownership
of the asset on the blockchain. You can buy almost any digital image and
use it as an NFT
•Limited: NFTs' scarcity contributes to their value.
•Indivisibility: Many NFTs can't be broken down into smaller pieces.
•Unique: These tokens maintain track of information on their one-of-a-
kindness.

WHY WE CHOSE NFTS

FOR ASSETS

PURCHASING?

WHITE PAPER

WHY BUY NFTS?
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ARTONLINE DAPP:

ARTonline is a decentralised block chain (dapp) application which
aims to facilitate secure and free superfluous peer-to-peer (P2P)
transactions. By employing the newest blockchain technology, a user
decentralised application that guarantees maximum usability can be
created, and a minimum friction solution for peer-to-peer services can
be guaranteed. Users may construct intelligent contracts and Mine
using this software. No one entity on the network can prevent users
from transacting, creating dapps, or accessing blockchain data. Full
data integrity — the data recorded on the blockchain are immutable
and unquestionable thanks to cryptographic basic elements. 

ARTonline



ARTonline is a community-driven
platform that functions without
the involvement of a middleman
or a governmental entity. It might
enable embeddable records such
as fraud protection through the
usage of tokens or the
advancement of the function of
money. 
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SALIENT FEATURES

OF OUR DAPP:

1-100%

DECENTRALIZED:

2-MULTI-DEVICES

SUPPORTED:

ARTonline is a decentralized
program that can be used on
both mobile (iOS and Android)
and desktop computers. Which
will allow our users to use our
app's features wherever and
whenever they want.
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SALIENT FEATURES

OF OUR DAPP:

ARTonline dApp allows users to trade NFT
to anyone in the globe without having a
bank account. This allows users to deal
without the involvement of a middleman or
government authority.

3- CONNECTABLE

DAPP:

4-SAFE AND

SECURE:

ARTonline is a stand-alone dapp that works
by importing a private key that gives our
cryptocurrency users control of the funds
on a specifically provided address, as well
as using smart contract and contact
address privacy to keep all data safe and
secure.

Enter DAPP



Honesty, straightforwardness, and
veneration are essential fundamentals of
our business, and they help to cultivate a
different and comprehensive local area
where everybody is regarded and
appreciated, and we would not joke
about this. Our standards and how we
approach others are fundamental parts
of our lives. 
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OUR TENETS:

WE'RE ALL PART OF THE

SAME GLOBAL FAMILY.

THE CENTRAL

STANDARDS 

Being mindful and significant, and some
consistently producing esteem
empowers customers can be superior
endeavors and builds up long haul
connections. 

THE PREVALENCE OF

USER SATISFACTION           

Our needs structure the way of life of our
association and describe its character.
Singular propensities assist us with
completing the center standards. They
give the worldview of how we act and
execute decisions.
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Conveying excellent help to
customers any place they work
together by utilizing the force of
worldwide experience,
organizations, cooperation, and
learning

ONE GLOBAL

ORGANIZATION,

INDEPENDENCE IS VIEWED

AS IMPORTANT.

Collecting, enrolling, and holding
the best representatives for our
endeavor, just as engaging our
workers, projecting a "can-do"
viewpoint, and sustaining a firm
and inviting environment 

INCREDIBLY PRODUCTIVE

PEOPLE

Positive assumption and capacity
to contribute, developing a
dependable, accessible, and
comprehensive environment, and
treating every person in a way that
incorporates ARTonline qualities 

OUR TENETS:
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Recommending what we mean, adjusting
our lead to our words, and bearing duty
regarding the results. Being morally
unappeasable and direct and empowering
confidence by saying what we mean,
differentiating our practices to our words,
and taking responsibility 

SHARPENED APTITUDE

AFFORDABILITY

 

Maintaining our obligation to advance a
nice, better, and undeniably more solid
business for resulting ages, keeping up the
ARTonline name, regarding our bondholder
destinations, performing with an
administrator point of view, upgrading our
labor force, and working with business
sectors and the climate on the loose.

OUR TENETS:
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NFT DISTRIBUTION

Genesis Supply---------------------------------------------------------50

ARTX1000---------------------------------------------------------------400

ARTX2000---------------------------------------------------------------250

Xtreme Supply--------------------------------------------------------133

TOKENNOMICS
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TOKENNOMICS

TOKEN
DISTRIBUTION

Token Distribution
44% Ecosystem

  25% Private Presale
25% Public Presale

   5% Marketing Fund
1% Team

 
ART Ecosystem = (35,000,000 ART)

Public Presale -

Hard cap = 600 BNB   (25,000,000 ART)
Soft cap = 250 BNB     (10,000,000 ART)
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ROADMAP

Q4 = 2021
November - December
Own blockchain
development and
deployment! 

Q1 = 2022
Launch own
Blockchain

Q3 = 2021
September - Migrate to
BSC
Temp IOS platform
solution 
Kick off Marketing
Campaign + Presale
(Free GPU NFT's)

Q4 = 2021
October - New website
Platform UI Update
Platform Functionality
Update 




